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YOUR HEAVY-DUTY DISPLAY SYSTEM
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YOUR HEAVY-DUTY DISPLAY SYSTEM

This TFS exclusive system is perfect for retailers that need to 

display heavy items like paint, denim, dry goods, and more.

All wall standards, gondola standards, shelves, and hardware 

are made of mild steel and reinforced in key areas for dependability.

Combining the Heavy-Duty gondolas and wall standards 

gives your retail space a cohesive   look.
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YOUR HEAVY-DUTY GONDOLA
Whether you are creating long aisles or 
smaller floor displays, gondola systems 
are your starting point.

This two-sided H shaped gondola gives 
you a simple base you can configure 
to fit your needs.

The basic configuration for this gondola 
comes with sturdy metal standards that 
are slotted for easy hardware change 
outs.

This Heavy-Duty gondola is engineered 
to accommodate up to 3,200 lbs. 



Our shelves and standards have been stress 
tested and are safe for loads of 200 lbs each. 

A single gondola with 4 shelves per side can 
hold up to 3,200 lbs of merchandise. 

Other options for display range from hang 
bars, hang outs, and sign holders.
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HEAVY-DUTY GONDOLA CONFIGURATIONS



Add flexibility and display strength to your walls with Heavy-Duty 
wall standards.

Our exclusive wall standards can be attached directly to any 
plywood-backed wall. Or, if your walls aren't plywood backed, 
you can add slatwall for stability.

Each wall standard is 10 ft. in length and can be cut to any size 
for an additional cost.
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HEAVY-DUTY WALL STANDARDS CONFIGURATIONS

HEAVY DUTY STANDARD
10FT Double Slotted Wall Standards
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CHOOSE YOUR PANEL TYPE

3 Inch On Center 4 Inch On Center 6 Inch On Center 8 Inch On Center 12 Inch On CenterNo Slats

You can choose one of these six standard panel options depending on your merchandising needs. Panels work 
with both wall standards and gondolas.

3" 4"

3/
8"6"

8" 12"



You can choose one of these six TFS standard colours. If you require a colour other than these standard 
options, talk to us. We are happy to find you a solution. There may be added cost and/or time required for 
this sort of customization.

CHOOSE YOUR COLOUR
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WEDDING CAKE BLACKPEACH COBBLER

OATMEAL COOKIE WHITE BLACK FOREST



HD-47" HANGBAR

HD-29" HANGBAR

HD-47 SHELF
Includes Brackets

HD-31 SHELF
Includes Brackets

HD-PAIR 14" HR BRACKETS
Hang Bar Brackets

HD-PAIR 3" HR BRACKETS
Hang Bar Brackets

HD-14" HANGBAR FACEOUT

HD-12" SW FACEOUT BRACKET

HD-SIGNHOLDER ADAPTOR
Fits All Hang Bars

HD-SIGNHOLDER
Includes Acrylic Insert

HD-SW INSERT
Power Bar Slat Inserts

CHOOSE YOUR HARDWARE
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